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ABSTRACT

Advanced Loose Parts System has two unique features to improve the missed alarm and
false alarm rates, which are the major drawbacks of all existing loose parts system. Event
selection is based on sequential probability ratio test of whitened signal by auto-regressive
modelling, and the classification (as well as localisation) of the events is based on a self-
learning artificial intelligence method. Examples of rather good sensitivity of events detection
are presented in case of very weak signals, for bursts half-buried in background. Burst found
in recorded signals were partly identified having origin in motor operated valve (MOV)
vibration. The new feature of the system, namely, automatic recording during start up of main
coolant pumps had been successfully tested in this year.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, most of pressurised water reactors of the world have been equipped by loose
parts monitoring systems (LPMS). According to the regulation in USA [1], it is compulsory to
use LPMS during starting period of a PWR. German KTA [2]and European standard [3] also
request the use of LPMS. Consequently, one can find LPMS on each French PWRs [4], on
most of German PWRs [5], as well as on many other PWRs in Europe. The biggest problem
of recent LPMS systems was the high missed alarm and false alarm rate. Due to high false
alarm rate, operators tend to neglect the warnings coming from LPMS. The main cause of
high false alarm rate was due to fact, that event recognition was based mainly on the standard
deviation /root mean square (rms) value/ or on the amplitudes of signals coming from loose
part sensors (which are, in most of the cases, accelerometers). Developers tried to improve the
situation, introducing different methods based on observations of the signatures of the signals
measured in practice. In France, the crest factor is widely used[4], in some other countries
different threshold levels for amplitudes and rms. values are combined. It is generally
accepted by most of contemporary LPMS  that one single threshold alarm is not considered
significant. It had been observed, that in the case of real dangerous loose parts, always, more
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than one sensor can see the event, and the combination of thresholds for statistical moments
can lead to improvement in false and missed alarm rates.

We use also all conventional signalisation levels of standard LPMS (namely, we use
threshold on signal amplitude, threshold on short-range rms. value, and the principle of
multiple signalisation). However, we introduced also threshold on higher moments (mainly on
kurtosis). However, the most successful development of event recognition part of our
Advanced Loose Parts System (ALPS) is the use of Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)
on the residual signals, which is a whitened signal using autoregressive  (AR) modelling. All
details of this methodology have been published in our earlier publications [6,7,8,9], reader
can find all theoretical formulas there.

Owning with experiences from previous well published occurrences [10], Paks NPP has
ordered new, contemporary, well advanced loose part detection systems ALPS. In this paper
we focus on experiences of the first fully developed ALPS, which had been installed on the
Unit2 of Paks NPP in Hungary a half year ago. Based on these experiences three new ALPSs
are in installation phase on the remaining three Units of that NPP.

2 ALPS SYSTEM

ALPS has 32 analogue measuring channels and signals are coming from accelerometers
mounted on different main components of the primary loops and from pressure transducers, as
well as 6 digital inputs from main coolant pump rotation signals. We have 6 accelerometers
on Main Coolant Pumps (MCPs), 6 accelerometers on hot leg main closing valves (FETM), 6
accelerometers on the steam generator (SG) and 6 accelerometers on the control rod driving
mechanisms. According to our plan we shall have 4 more accelerometers on the flange of the
reactor vessel. We use also pressure sensors measuring pressure fluctuation on inlet, outlet on
the pressuriser and in one of the loops.  Signals arrive to a measuring PC of each Unit, where
sampling is going on all the time into a ring buffer of 64 blocks. However, time signals are
stored only, when it is requested by one of the three main measuring stages of ALPS.

The three main registration modes are as follows:
- Normal monitoring mode
- Starting (of main coolant pumps) mode
- Manual recording mode.

2.1 Normal monitoring mode

Normal monitoring mode runs continuously during the whole fuel campaign. Events are
recorded if three of  limits are met from the followings: maximum-minimum threshold of
signal amplitude, the same of short-time rms, kurtosis and SPRT of marked measuring
channels. Three limits can be reached either on the same channel or on different channels
within two blocks of data. Limits can be varied, and in the case when some of channels have
electrical disturbances, it can be switched off from triggering. Length of records is selectable,
we use typically 3 sec. Records are middle triggered (with suspected event in the middle).
Once certain amount of events has been recorded (saved on HDD), other are cancelled for a
selectable time limit; typically we allow to fix three records after one another and then we
wait for half an hour. We believe that three repeating events from one kind of occurrences are
enough for further analysis. It is also possible to set a waiting period for those channels,
which give alarms too frequently. Typically if the event-alarm was originated from the same
channel repeatedly more then three times, we cancel the given channel as alarming channel
for three hours. Such measures reduce the number of recorded signals to an acceptable level
even, when the thresholds have not been set very precisely. Saying the truth, after a year of
operation, alarm levels are set so precisely, that the number or recorded time-signals is
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typically one per month, and about one third of that is accepted as real event after thorough
analysis carried our also automatically in central data processing system.

2.2 Starting (of main coolant pumps) mode

This is a special mode of ALPS. Loose parts monitoring is the most important during
start-up period of main coolant pumps MCPs. Really, our experiences also showed [11] when
MCP starts the coolant begins to circulate in the given loop, and at certain velocity (flow rate)
it picks up loose parts and carries to the place where they knocks the wall, i.e. typically to
some trapping place, for example to the inlet chamber of the SG. According to observations,
most of loose parts are either trapped in a final fixed position or rotating in a trapping place
until it disintegrates totally into smallest pieces. In both cases knocks are dying out rather
rapidly. The only exception maybe, when the loose part has rather big size (bigger then 10
cm). In that case it takes time while it falls apart to smaller pieces, until those smaller pieces
either are stocked or disintegrate as well. Conclusion is, that small pieces as well as starting
places can be detected with the highest probability when MCP is starting. We are interested to
record signals at the first one or two minutes of starting period of MCP. We cannot just wait if
the operator would call us just in right time to start the measurement manually. It is also true,
that the exact starting time is typically postponed several times for several minutes or hours.
Operator of LPMS should wait and wait and can miss the real start. This is why we developed
an automated mode. Setting the parameters of the measurement beforehand, the operator of
ALPS can go home, the records will be made automatically. We use typically the following
parameters. Record length 1 minutes (60 seconds), repetition three times, time out half hour,
triggering occurs every times when the rotation number per second of MCP  exceeds by 5 the
value measured in the previous second. Results show that such recordings are very successful
and not only for loose parts monitoring, but also detecting flow induced vibrations.

2.3 Manual recording mode

It is a natural requirement, that the operator of a LPMS could carry out manual
measurements as well. Our ALPS system has a special advantage in this respect. Such manual
recording can be carried out not only being at the data collection computer on the given Unit,
but it can be carried out on a distance. The operator has the central data processing computer
(MAINPC) in his laboratory or office, or at any place, where it can be attached to the local
network (LAN). This MAINPC is used to process and analyse the registered time signals in
details, to classify the event (see next section). At the same time the operator can stop the
ongoing waiting period, set other parameter for any of three modes described here, and
initialise a manual measurement, which would arrive within half a minutes once it had been
finished for detailed analysis or hearing. Recently we found this feature of our ALPS system
to be very useful. Today, typically, we have records as rare as once in a month. This is
analysed in details on MAINPC, judged if it is really an event, classified according to self
learning system as loose part, normal, or other (e.g. rod movement) acoustic noise.
Meanwhile operator, would like to hear if the noises coming from sensors are good (usual)or
carry some new noise, or they are lost.  The best checking way is to make a manual
measurement and using the acoustic listening or visual software of ALPS to be sure, what is
going on in the given moment on the given Unit.

2.4 MAINPC and its programs

The items selected by the measuring PC are automatically transferred to the MAINPC
via LAN every time, when the state of LAN and the computers allow such transfer. Data are
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saved on MAINPC, which is  fast and has large HDDs, as well as CD recorder and movable
HDD.

Detailed and also fully automated data evaluation takes place in MAINPC, and it is
initialised immediately, after the recorded signal arrived. First all statistical moments are re-
evaluated with higher precision, We repeat also AR modelling, prewhitening and estimation
of residual time series. SPRT is calculated using both the first half of the record as well as
using library records for the given sensor. Results are stored in reference files for comparison
with results of other, previously saved measurements (mainly from calibration period).

Full automation includes also decision making on the nature of the event. For this
purpose a classification algorithm has been developed. It is based on the method of nearest
neighbour. Classes are defined partly by producer, partly they can be introduced by the user.
Thus a self learning procedure is attached to this system, which makes it similar to artificial
intelligence systems. The automated algorithm will propose to classify the given measurement
to the class, the estimated parameters of which are the nearest to the parameters estimated for
the given measurement. Selected parameters can be modified. Today we use the following
dimensions for all the sensitive channels of the given measurement:

o Mean
o Deviation
o Skewness
o Kurtosis
o AR order
o All AR coefficients
o First 30 values of the autocorrelation function

Once  the automated classification algorithm proposes a class, the operator may accept
or postpone the decision, or it is also possible to create a new class, if the operator has learnt
the real cause of the acoustic event (such like, control rod movement, vibration of the motor
operated valves, maintenance work carried out by a worker etc.)

Our ALPS system has several services to make the work of its operator easier. Special
viewer software helps to visualise the recorded signals, it also can perform manual data
evaluation for any selected parts of the signals. Another software makes it easy to listen
different signals and to convert the into conventional .wav form, which can be played by any
audio software.

It is also an important part of ALPS system, that the whole its work is recorded into
automatic log-files, which is a kind of quality assurance of the system. All results can half-
automatically converted into prepared reports.

3 RESULTS

First ALPS had been installed in March 2001, in Unit 2. Experiences with the system
are very promising. Here we selected some results to demonstrate the abilities of ALPS:

- event recognition when very weak signals had been measured,
- a demonstration of calibration procedure,
- a short summary on results of start-up measurement,
- Events recognised as vibration of the main closing valves.

All pictures were selected from measurements made during installation period.
Therefore, although we draw lessons from them, they are harmless for the normal operation of
the NPP.
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3.1 Advantage of SPRT in event recognition

As we have mentioned, one of the biggest problems of earlier LPMS was and still is the
high false and missed alarm rate. This is partly due to fact that in many cases the energy
incorporated in the burst, i.e. its rms. value does not differs too much from the energy
contains of the background. In such cases, the uncertainty of any methods based on threshold
levels from second (or higher) moments is very poor; the alarm can be set only with very high
uncertainty. In ALPS, a revolutionary new method ensures high certainty even is such cases.
The method consists of a preliminary calculation of a residual time series and from the SPRT
calculation. The calculation of the residual time series removes most of the periodic or
quasiperiodic components of the permanent background. At the same time, it reduces about
half of the white detection noise. The calculated SPRT function tends to give negative values,
while the statistics of the measured signal belongs to the normal background (Gaussian noise)
and it starts to grow to positive side, when it deviates from normal. For the bursts, we found
that Student distribution is characterising Thus the positive trend of the SPRT is a proof of
such statistics, and consequently the presence of a burst. We shall demonstrate its very good
sensitivity and high certainty of burst recognition on two examples: when the background
contains very high sinusoidal components or when the signal is very weak.

3.1.1 Reducing the background and permanent components

Weak knocking signal was simulated by hammering with impact energy of about 0.1
Joule during calibration period. In some signals, high sinus background is rather common due
to electrical background (for example in the signal of the accelerometer mounted on MCP, see
Fig.1 left upper corner). It was successfully removed by applying AR model and calculating
the residual time series. The next step was to calculate the logarithmic probability ratio (SPRT
function), which shows exactly, with high certainty the time-set of the burst. All these are
done automatically by ALPS system.

Figure 1 Both the periodic and stocastic parts of background was reduced succesfully
calculating  residual time series, where burst is well seen, and the logarithmic probability ratio

shows the timeset of burst with high certainty.
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On other parts of the display borrowed from the ALPS, one can see the estimated
statistical parameters: average, deviation, skewness, curtosis, AR coefficients, estimated
spectra (read via FFT blue via AR), autocorrelation function.

3.1.2 Event recognition at low signal to noise ratio

The event recognition failed usually at earlier systems, when the signal to noise ratio
was poor. SPRT has the advantage, that even in such cases, it shows high certainty in event
recognition. This is due to the fact, that it takes decision on the statistics, it distinguish the
burst from normal background on the bases of its amplitude distribution function.

On fig.2, we present a measurement, which was taken, during installation period, when
amplification factors had not been set correctly yet. One can see that the Time-signal exhibits
the variation of the ADC between –4 and –1 digits. The burst (produced by hand knocking)
popes out just slightly from that background level, reaching a maximum level of +2 and a
minimum level of –7 digits of ADC.

Figure 2 Certainty of event recognition is high in logarithmic probability ratio even when the
original signal is very weak

We believe that conventional loose part techniques are unable to detect such a weak
event. Here, in the logarithmic probability function of SPRT the identification of the event has
high certainty.

3.2 Calibration procedure and its results

The calibration of ALPS system has multiple reason. First of all, this is a check of
functionality of measuring lines (accelerometers, preamplifiers, and cables), in short; it serves
for signal validation in its old meaning. One can also adjust amplification factors, including
amplification factors of ADC, which is an NI6071E card. However, it is more important, to
use this for collecting data for later classification. We selected specific places of the primary
system, where calibration takes place, hammering it with either a calibrated hammer or with
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just a normal hammer and by hand. On this way, we imitate expected knocks on the wall of
the primary system. This can help to set threshold levels of sensitivity of the event detection.
Finally the same procedure can be used to collect library data for classification algorithm;
namely, we produce a set of well-calibrated knocks with known origin, for artificial
intelligence system to classify the forthcoming events.

Figure 3 shows that the signal from nearest sensor has relatively large acceleration level
from knocks. However, all sensors from the same loop sense the knocks as well as some
sensors from the nearest loops.

Figure 3 Burst in time signals, when calibrating with a hammer, knocks in vicinity of M2
sensor of loop2

The bursts in signal of M2, which is mounted on the main closing motor operated valve
(MOV) of loop 2, exactly where hammering took place are characterising for loose part
events. All the other sensors of loop 2 (F2 and G2 mounted on MCP and Steam generator
correspondingly) can see these test knocks. In addition, the signal of M1 sensor can see also
rather well this knocks, since it is on the distance of about 2 meters from the hammering.
These signatures are very important for automatic pattern recognition and for localisation of
events.

3.3 Results of start-up measurement can be used for testing other equipment as well

The automatic registration regime for start-up measurement during the restart of main
coolant pumps makes very convenient to carry out such measurements. Typically, one has to
wait for the start procedure for few days. It is rather difficult to catch the moment especially if
there is only one person to operate a LPMS. The solution of the ALPS system ensures to
record all starts of MCPs. Saying the truth it records not only the beginning of the starting
procedure, but it makes also several other records, when the rotation speed of MCP varies.
This has also advantages, since it allows to monitor if there are problems in the rotation speed.

We also found that we can find much other resonance listening to the recorded signals
of the start-up of MCP. Figure 4 shows the start up of the MCP of loop 2, registered by the
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nearest accelerometer. The record is rather long, 60 seconds; therefore, we present it on the
visualizator of the sound channel of ALPS. One can see that after the correct speed of MCP
has been established the general rms. level (here the amplitude of the signal) drops. All
observation connected to loose parts, should be made during the high amplitude part of this
signal. To the end of that part, the coolant speed has reached its nominal value.

Figure 4 The record made automatically by ALPS system during start-up of main coolant
pump (this picture was taken from the sound channel, which also has a visualisation)

3.4 Acoustic events detected by ALPS and classified as valve vibration

We did not found too much loose parts during the half-year of operation of our ALPS
system on the Unit2. In fact today we register about one event per three weeks. Some of
registered events were found to be false registration by the more detailed analysis carried out
by the main data processing computer program. Typically, this is about 75% of all events. We
found only one case, when the signal origin was identified as knocks from some inner object,
having impact energy about 0.4 Joule.

Figure 5 Sound of vibration of the axe of MOV.
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All the other acoustic sounds were due to some other sources. Some of them were due
to some maintenance work (for example replacement of one sensors). Nevertheless, the most
frequent event detection was due to vibration of the main closing valves. Such valves exist
only in VVER-440 rectors and they serve in principle to close the given loop, to disattach it
from the operation. It is a motor operated valve (MOV). However, motor may fail to open
totally the valve. If there is just a little gap (about one mm) to the upper stuck position, this
will produce a vibration of the closing blade of the valve due to high flow of the coolant. Such
flow-induced vibrations are rather dangerous for the MOV, since it leads to its early ageing.
Its is not very easy, neither very cheap to replace MOV. Therefore, according to the
regulation, once the opening of MOV failed by motor, it must be adjusted by hand. However,
until now only the honest work of maintenance people was the only way to test these MOVs.
Using ALPS, now it is possibly to check valves automatically, having automatically made
records, which can be listened. Such case is shown on Fig.5.

Notice the periodic character of the repeating bursts, which is different from the single
burst of a loose part. This is manifested in spectra as a peak (see right upper corner). Finally,
it is not obvious, but AR coefficients are also having characterising series, which helps in our
automatic (AI) classification. Experts of SPRT may also notice, that while for burst of loose
parts the logarithmic probability ratio has long time H1 (positive) value, in the case of
vibration of a MOV it has short time H1 values.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Experiences with ALPS system showed, that the signal to noise ration can be drastically
improved, using AR model based prewhitening.

The application of the SPRT logarithmic probability ratio improved the certainty of the
right event detection very much. This led to a very good improvement in the false and missed
alarm rate.

Our investigation shows, that it is worth to include the higher moments (namely, the
skewness and kurtosis) into data evaluation and event classification algorithm. We applied
also with success the AR coefficient as well as the first thirty lags of ACF in our classification
algorithm.

Classification and also localisation algorithms are based on a self-learning procedure
using measurements during calibration and using known events detected during normal
operation. The number of known classes is dynamically growing.

Other three measuring systems of ALPS are in production phase. They are planned to be
installed on other three Units of Paks NPP during 2001.
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